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Abstract
Objective. In the theoretical framework of predictive coding and active inference, the brain can be
viewed as instantiating a rich generative model of the world that predicts incoming sensory data
while continuously updating its parameters via minimization of prediction errors. While this
theory has been successfully applied to cognitive processes—by modelling the activity of functional
neural networks at a mesoscopic scale—the validity of the approach when modelling neurons as an
ensemble of inferring agents, in a biologically plausible architecture, remained to be explored.
Approach.We modelled a simplified cerebellar circuit with individual neurons acting as Bayesian
agents to simulate the classical delayed eyeblink conditioning protocol. Neurons and synapses
adjusted their activity to minimize their prediction error, which was used as the network cost
function. This cerebellar network was then implemented in hardware by replicating digital
neuronal elements via a low-power microcontroller.Main results. Persistent changes of synaptic
strength—that mirrored neurophysiological observations—emerged via local (neurocentric)
prediction error minimization, leading to the expression of associative learning. The same
paradigm was effectively emulated in low-power hardware showing remarkably efficient
performance compared to conventional neuromorphic architectures. Significance. These findings
show that: (a) an ensemble of free energy minimizing neurons—organized in a biological plausible
architecture—can recapitulate functional self-organization observed in nature, such as associative
plasticity, and (b) a neuromorphic network of inference units can learn unsupervised tasks without
embedding predefined learning rules in the circuit, thus providing a potential avenue to a novel
form of brain-inspired artificial intelligence.

1. Introduction

The predictive processing theory views brain function
as a dynamical process that continuously updates a
generative model of the world (i.e. internal model) to
predict incoming sensory data. By acting on its envir-
onment, an organism can change its sensory inputs
so to reduce—in real time—the mismatch between

the predicted and the actual incoming sensory sig-
nal through a process of Bayesian active inference
[1–3]. The process is based on the minimization of
a cost function, called variational free energy [4]
(VFE). Although not identical, VFE can be formally
related to the Helmoltz free energy, used in one of the
first computational models of perceptual processing
in a statistical inference engine [5]. A variety of
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large-scale phenomena have been shown to conform
to the free energy principle [6, 7] (FEP). However,
these treatments leave a main question open: could
an ensemble of free energy minimising neurons—
in a biologically plausible architecture—collectively
minimise their joint free energy? In other words,
are large-scale phenomena emergent properties of
self-organising Bayesian neurons? Recently, synaptic
learning was shown to comply with Bayesian infer-
ence by tracking the probability distribution of syn-
aptic weights and adjusting learning rates [8], but the
effectiveness of single neurons organized in suitable
network architectures—that perform Bayesian active
inference in a behaviourally meaningful context—
remained to be established.

Importantly, the FEP is thought to operate atmul-
tiple scales [9, 10]. While the minimization of free
energy on a scale ofmilliseconds-to-seconds (as in the
present work) underpins changes in synaptic activ-
ity and plasticity, free energy minimisation at evol-
utionary time scales has been proposed to explain the
morphological changes associated with the species-
specific anatomical structure of an organism [11];
namely, a natural kind of Bayesian model selection
or structure learning. On this view, the cerebellum—
with its peculiar internal organization and connectiv-
ity to the cerebral cortex and brainstem [12, 13]—
may have been sculpted by evolution to predict the
sensory consequences of motor acts and therefore
minimize surprises (i.e. free energy or prediction
error) about the consequences of action.

Prediction also entails novelty and error detec-
tion, temporal matching and sequence ordering
[14, 15], essential functions for behaviour and
thought [16]. The cerebellum needs to learn in order
to adapt to the changing environment. Several forms
of long-term synaptic plasticity have indeed been
found in its circuits [17–19]. One of the most widely
adopted experimental protocols to characterise learn-
ing mechanisms is the delayed eyeblink classical con-
ditioning (dEBCC), a cerebellar-dependent form of
associative memory that allows to predict the precise
timing of contingent sensory events [20]. Interest-
ingly, a generative model of the cerebellum imple-
menting Pavlovian conditioning has been recently
proposed [21]. However, predictive coding and active
inference accounts of circuit learning have only been
implemented at the level of the entire circuit, leav-
ing ample space to investigate the role of free energy
minimisation at the single cell (i.e. neurocentric)
level. Clearly, implementing the FEP in a specific
neuromorphic architecture, like that anticipated for
the cerebellum, raises a series of questions. Does the
FEP effectively apply to single neuron? What is the
role of network connectivity?Will plasticity driven by
neurocentric active inference emerge at the synaptic
sites that mirror biology? To address these questions,
we simulated an ensemble of neurons, that minim-
ise their free energy under a very simple generative

model of their world (i.e. the ensemble of neurons to
which they were connected). We used the connectiv-
ity architecture of the cerebellum to test two hypo-
theses: (a) the emergent behaviour of the ensemble
would recapitulate associative learning of the sort
seen empirically and (b) any changes to the con-
nectivity architecture (optimised by natural Bayesian
model selection) would render free energy min-
imisation and performance suboptimal. We tested
these hypotheses using in silico simulations and
numerical experiments.

To demonstrate the potential importance of this
formulation of inference and learning for hardware
implementation and edge computing, we leveraged
the well-known connection between computational
and thermodynamic efficiency [22, 23]. We hypo-
thesised that the Bayes optimal computations, estab-
lished in our in silico simulations, would translate
into an efficient and expressive in-hardware imple-
mentation. To test this hypothesis, we reproduced
the numerical simulations using biomimetic elec-
tronic spiking networks. A series of neuromorphic
devices—that mimic neural activity and optimize
electronic and robotic performance—has been pro-
posed. Among these, field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGA) have been employed to implement elec-
tronic spiking networks and therefore simulate neur-
onal microcircuits [24–26]. In particular, associat-
ive learning has been implemented using traditional
CMOS [27–29], hybrid CMOS-memristors [30–35]
or FPGA [36] and embedding bespoke learning rules
in the circuit architecture. Conversely, in the cur-
rent setup, learning would be free from assump-
tions about specific rules, speaking to the potential
advantages in the design and implementation of elec-
tronic circuits [27]. This putative advance follows
because synaptic plasticity follows the same (local)
rules at each elementary unit, via free energy min-
imisation, under a simple generative model. In sum-
mary, we simulated—and subsequently implemen-
ted in hardware—a dEBCC paradigm by assembling
a biologically plausible neural network architecture of
the cerebellum, with distributed synaptic plasticity,
where every neuron is conceived as an active infer-
ence agent that assimilates (and broadcasts) the activ-
ity impinging on its connections [37].

2. Method

2.1. Active inference applied to biological neural
circuits
A generative model of cerebellar (figure 1(A)) syn-
aptic inputs to a neuron can be described in terms
of likelihood matrices (A see below, figure 1(B)) and
prior beliefs over hidden states (D). The likelihood
maps the hidden causes (X, figure 1(B)) to observable
outcomes (O, figure 1(B)). The priors are over hid-
den states were as simple as possible; namely, that the
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hidden or latent states generating (presynaptic) out-
comes could be in one of two states; e.g. ‘on’ or ‘off ’.
Intuitively, this means that each neuron thinks the
world (i.e. network) is in an ‘on’ or ‘off ’ state—and
adjusts its activity (i.e. Bayesian beliefs about hidden
states) and connectivity (i.e. Bayesian beliefs about
the likelihood and prior) to minimize VFE. This is
equivalent to maximizing the evidence or marginal
likelihood of its observations. Specifying a generative
model of this sort allowed to characterize the activity
of each neuron as encoding its expectation about the
(hidden) causes of its synaptic inputs. Following the
Bayes formalism in [2], the hidden state is denoted
by st while the observable outcome is denoted
by ot (see below). The negative free energy (-FE)
provides a lower bound on the log-evidence (ELBO)
of the model, with equality when the approximate
posterior distribution of the hidden states (Q(st),
equation (1) equals the true posterior (P(st|ot),
equation (1) [38]:

Q(St) = argmin
Q

FE≈ P(St|Ot) (1)

2.2. The cerebellar neuronal circuit model
The neuronal circuit comprised 105 neurons
with the synaptic connectivity illustrated in
figure 1 and table SI-1 (available online at
stacks.iop.org/JNE/19/036022/mmedia). The net-
work activity evolves with a time step accounting for
synaptic integration and the action potential refract-
ory period. The network contains both excitatory
(red connections, figure 1(A)) and inhibitory (blue
connections, figure 1(A)) synapses. Each neuron’s
hidden state is represented by a one-dimensional
quantity (st-1 ∈ {0,1}), that can be either ‘off ’ or non-
firing (0) or ‘on’ or firing (1) [37]. Depending on
the connectivity matrix W, if the neuron is firing,
at the subsequent time step it will cause an excitat-
ory post synaptic potential (EPSP) or an inhibitory
post synaptic potential (IPSP) in its post-synaptic
neurons. The EPSPs or IPSPs represent the observa-
tion or sensory input ot for the postsynaptic neuron
and are one-dimensional quantities (ot ∈ {0,1},
see figure 1).

2.3. Generative model
According to the framework proposed in [37], the
generative model (figure 1(B), blue left side of the
box) is described by a likelihood matrix (A) mapping
hidden states to sensory input, and prior beliefs over
hidden states. Each synaptic connection is represen-
ted by a matrix (Ak in figure 1(B)) which encodes the
probability of a specific ot given st-1. In our setup,
the A matrices for excitatory synapses are initialized
as follows:

Aexc = σ

(
log

[
1 0
0 1

]
+ e−

1
2

)
(2)

while theAmatrices for the inhibitory synapse are ini-
tialized as:

Ainh = σ

(
log

[
1 1
0 0

]
+ e−2

)
(3)

The σ denotes the softmax operator (normalized
exponential) and the quantities of e−1/2 and e−2 are
weights added to differentiate the strength of inhib-
itory and excitatory connections. From the perspect-
ive of the generative model, these weights control the
precision of the likelihood (i.e. the sensitivity to pre-
synaptic inputs). In likelihood matrices such as the
above, the element Ai,j represents the probability that
the hidden state st-1[j] will induce the postsynaptic
outcome ot[i]. Ainh features higher precision com-
pared to Aexc in order to mimic the higher efficacy of
inhibitory synapses compared to excitatory synapses
[39]. Ainh are responsible for decreasing the firing
probability of the postsynaptic neuron.

The conditional dependence of st on st-1 is para-
metrized by a probability transition matrix (B). In
our work matrix B is set equal to the softmax
of the identity matrix [1,0;0,1], since the circuit
is not equipped with specific temporal dynamics,
such as oscillations, that are prescribed by a con-
ditional dependence between states [37]. Intuitively,
this means each neuron thinks that the hidden or lat-
ent states generating its observations do not change
during its belief updating.

Finally, the generative model requires the initial-
ization of the prior belief about hidden states (D).
This parameter represents the firing probability of a
neuron which corresponds to its ‘belief ’ about the
state of its presynaptic neurons at the beginning of
each exchange of spikes or messages (see below). As
shown in figures 1(B) and (D) at time t is updated
to D at time t + 1, the posterior expectation of
hidden state at the end of the iterative free energy
minimization [37] in the variational Bayes inference
process describing neuronal dynamics (see following
section): figure 1(B), green right side of the neuron’s
schematic soma.

2.4. Variational free-energy minimization: from
Bayes rule to neuronal message passing
Variational free-energy minimization was implemen-
ted by message passing on the Forney Factor Graph
representation of the generativemodel (see figure 2 in
[40]). Analogous to the sum-product Bayesian mes-
sage passing scheme [41], the variational message
passing [42, 43] (VMP) involves the integration of
locally computed messages. This in turn allows the
reformulation of inference as an optimization pro-
cess, where belief updating corresponds to the con-
vergence of free energy to a local minimum, using
an iterative gradient descent (see equation (6)). In
other words, we treat neuronal dynamics as a gradi-
ent flow on VFE, following each exchange of spikes.
The posterior distribution over hidden is derived by
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the application of the sum-product rule [41], that is,
the product of all incomingmessages to the associated
node. In the present framework, where each neuron
acts as an inferring element, at each time point the
messages update the log expectation of the hidden
states via an error term (εt in equation (8)) [37]. The
log expectation of hidden states is associated with the
voltage at the neuron’s soma [37] (equation (4)):

vt = lnst (4)

The solution of the following equation provides pos-
terior beliefs (boldface) about hidden states:

lnst = lnBt−1st−1 + lnBT
t+1st+1 + lnAT ot (5)

According to the VMP scheme in [37], the variational
solution is expressed by introducing an auxiliary vari-
able, the state prediction error (εt), which is equal to
the free energy gradient:

v̇= εt =−∂FE

∂st
(6)

st = σ (vt) →
VMP

Xt (7)

εt = lnBt−1st−1 + lnBT
t st+1 + lnATot − lnst (8)

At each time step, the neuron’s belief about the state
of the network—in which it participates—is encoded
in the probability of firing an action potential (Xt)
and the softmax operator is here used to mimic a
sigmoid firing-rate depolarization activation func-
tion. This accounts for first belief updating and neur-
onal dynamics during each time step (i.e. inference).
However, we also have to consider optimization of
the parameters of the generative model over multiple
timesteps (i.e. learning).

By introducing a synaptic precision parameter,
slower changes in synaptic efficacy also perform a
gradient descent on the VFE. The synaptic precision
parameter, which basically weighs the likelihoodMat-
rix (A), determines the impact of presynaptic inputs
on neuronal belief updating. In this framework, the
neuronal circuit is endowed with synaptic plasti-
city because a synapse-specific tuning of precision is
implemented depending on prediction errors. In the
present model, those excitatory synapses that trans-
mit information about the state of the presynaptic
neurons—that are a good match with predicted (or
inferred) values—will undergo an increase in (estim-
ated) precision, leading to more accurate predictions
in the future (see section 3). Conversely, synaptic pre-
cision will decrease when predicted values conflict
with sensory evidence. Inhibitory synapses will be
adjusted in the opposite fashion: they will undergo
an increase in precision when inferred values conflict
with input evidence, and a decrease in precision when

inferred values and input arewell-matched. Such con-
figuration mimics the homeostatic role of inhibitory
neurotransmission (negative feedback loops). In the
present treatment (see [37]), priors P and posteriors
Q densities over precision parameters (ζi) are chosen
as gamma distributions (equations (9) and (10)):

P
(
ζ i
)
∝ βie−βiζ i

(9)

Q
(
ζ i
)
∝ βie−βiζ i

(10)

The posterior expectation (boldface) about the pre-
cision of sensory evidence is given by EQ(ζi) [ζi]=
ζi = (βi)−1, since precision quantifies the inverse
variability associated with a probability distribution.
The update equation for expected sensory precision is
expressed following [37].

2.5. Eye-blink conditioning protocol and data
analysis
The temporal evolution of the system was simulated
in cycles (i.e. time-steps), where each time step can be
thought as equivalent to a period of twomilliseconds,
in accordance with known neuronal dynamics. Rate
calculation and stimulations are therefore to be inter-
preted in this temporal frame of reference. Associat-
ive learning was induced by pairing a generic sens-
ory stimulus (the conditioned stimulus (CS)) with an
eyeblink-eliciting unconditioned stimulus (US). The
former was produced by the repetitive stimulation
(10 stimuli at 2 Hz) of (simulated) PN with 120 ms
bursts at 400 Hz, while the latter was conveyed as a
repetitive stimulation (10 stimuli at 2 Hz) of (sim-
ulated) trigeminal nuclei (TN) with 30 ms bursts at
400 Hz. TN stimulation was always delivered within
the pontine nuclei (PN) burst stimulation window:
more precisely, the ends of the two stimulation win-
dows coincided. Each simulation comprised the sub-
sequent and independent repetition of three condi-
tions: US, CS and combined stimulation (USCS).

To quantify the emergence of conditioning, the
spiking probability of the readout neurons (RNs) was
assessed in terms of total number of spikes (spike
area) generated in the temporal window correspond-
ing to the CS. The number of spikes associated with
a specific time step was obtained by introducing an
upper threshold of 90% for the firing probability of
RNs output. The spike histogram representation of
theRNwas also divided in two time-windows for each
CS stimulus window, one in the first half of the win-
dow and the other in the second half. This allowed us
to identify early RN activation in the USCS condition
compared to CS and US alone.

2.6. Hardware implementation
The circuit architecture was realized by connect-
ing 105 identical digital neurons, each implemen-
ted by means of a commercial, off-the-shelf, low-cost
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and low-power microcontroller, the STM32L475.
This device is equipped with an ARM® Cortex®-M4
core, with digital signal processing and floating-point
unit that can run up to 80 MHz, as well as with
several integrated peripherals like analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters, fast communica-
tion buses, controllers, operational amplifiers, com-
parators, timers, and cryptography units. However,
only the core was powered and exploited, disabling
all the peripherals to optimize the energy consump-
tion profile. All digital neurons were set to run at a
core frequency of 16 MHz, were supplied by a 3 V
DC power source, and received an externally gener-
ated low-frequency (i.e. 80 Hz) clock signal to syn-
chronize their activity, with each clock cycle lasting
12.5 ms; corresponding to an individual time-step.
Each digital neuron is characterized by a given num-
ber of input terminals (in addition to the one ded-
icated to the clock signal) that depends on the spe-
cific neuron class (e.g. GrC, GoC, etc), and by one
output terminal, which is then connected to a spe-
cific input terminal of one or more neurons, accord-
ing to the network connectivity scheme. Those neur-
ons whose inputs were not connected to the output
terminal of other neurons, were stimulated by pro-
grammable voltage sources according to the eye-blink
conditioning protocol—described in section 2.3—to
reproduce the possible presence of spikes at the input
of the neural network. Therefore, digital voltage sig-
nals (3 V rectangular pulses) are present on the input
and output terminals of each neuron, closely mim-
icking the spiking activity of biological neurons. At
the rising edge of the low-frequency clock signal, each
digital neuron reads the information at each of its
input terminals (i.e. whether a spike is present or not)
and combines this information with the stored val-
ues of the synaptic precision for each synapse (each
input terminal is associated with either an excitatory
or an inhibitory synapse). All digital neurons were
identically programmed to perform the VFE minim-
ization process described in section 2.2 and evaluate
their firing probability, whichwas used to probabilist-
ically determine whether they should output a spike
at the next rising edge of the clock signal. The only
difference between different neuron classes (e.g. GrC,
GoC, etc) was the number of inputs and the associ-
ated kind of synaptic connection (excitatory or inhib-
itory). Calculations were all performed by the digital
core unit, using the same code employed in the simu-
lation of the delayed eye-blink conditioning protocol
described in section 2.3 and, in detail, in section 3.2.

The core frequency of the microcontroller was
chosen to be 16 MHz, i.e. the minimum value that
allowed enough time for the execution of the VFE
minimization, while keeping the overall duration of
the time-step in the ≈10 ms range (close to the typ-
ical spike timing in biological systems), which in
turn allowed achieving low-power real-time unsu-
pervised learning in commercial hardware. Notably,

each digital neuron dissipated just 4.8 mW, as quan-
tified by measuring the current drawn at the voltage
supply terminals, and the whole network power con-
sumption was about 0.5 W. Furthermore, the net-
work started to exhibit conditioned learning after
only five stimulations (i.e. about 1200 time-steps),
which implies that the system was fully trained in
just 15 s, with an overall energy consumption <8 J.
Notably, the frequency-normalized power dissipa-
tion (i.e. 4.8 mW/16 MHz = 0.3 mW MHz−1) and
the frequency-normalized number of instructions per
second (i.e. 20 MIPS/16 MHz = 1.25 MIPS MHz−1)
are equivalent to those of the ARM processor con-
stituting the core of the SpiNNaker chip, although
implementing the same task with the supported
neuron models in SpiNNaker would require a few
thousands neurons, as opposed to only 105 for the
current approach.

Compared to existing computational simula-
tions of the delayed eyeblink conditioning (software-
implemented neural network running on an Intel i7
2600 CPU [29]), the network described in the present
work reduces the number of requisite neurons by
a factor >60, the power consumption by a factor
≈148, the overall energy consumption for training
by a factor >434, and the corresponding energy-
delay product figure of merit (for full training) by a
factor >1272. For further comparison against exist-
ing solutions, the proposed model was benchmarked
against a recently proposed simulativemodel for asso-
ciative memory in the form of a spiking neural net-
work that was tested both on a low-power CPU and
on Intel’s Loihi artificial intelligence accelerator—
highly optimized for spiking neural algorithms [27].
The best energy efficiency (1.1 W) was achieved dur-
ing the execution of the association task on the pre-
trained model running on the Loihi hardware. How-
ever, the energy and the time required for the model
training was not disclosed, and this is typically a
time- and energy-hungry process. Conversely, the
present implementation dissipates just 0.5 W to per-
form fully unsupervised online training and infer-
ence, which speaks to the deployment of autonomous
learning, smart agents at the edge. Such an approach
has the unprecedented advantage of not requiring any
embedded learning rules, since these emerge from
the network connectivity that, furthermore, can be
easily re-programmed in-field by adopting program-
mable neuron-to-neuron connections (as occurs in
FPGA devices).

3. Results

A neural network with adapting activity according to
Bayesian principles was recently proposed in a fully
connected circuit comprising purely excitatory ele-
ments [37]. We have extended this approach to a bio-
logically inspired architecture, while also introducing
inhibitory connections.
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Figure 1. FE minimization in the mossy fiber pathway activation of a cerebellar network of inferring neurons. (A) Cerebellar
cortical circuit. Scheme of the circuit used to mimic the activity of single cerebellar inferring neurons. Neurons are represented as
colored circles, excitatory connections are depicted with red lines and inhibitory connections with blue lines. Abbreviations:
Pontine nuclei (PN), mossy fibers (MFs), granule cells (GrCs), Golgi cells (GoCs), Purkinje cells (PCs), deep cerebellar nuclei
(DCNexc excitatory, DCNinhib inhibitory). Shaded blocks are not included in the circuit configuration simulated in this figure
(Trigeminal nuclei—TN, inferior olive—IO, readout neurons—RNs). In the subsequent figures, shaded blocks are included in
circuit configuration. (B) Schematic representation of a single neuron acting as a free energy minimizing element. Each neuron
(blue and green box) encodes, in terms of firing probability (X), an inference about the hidden state generating its inputs through
an iterative minimization of VFE. At time t, the ith neuron receives inputs from different presynaptic neurons (oik (t)) indicated by
the connectivity matrix (W). The VFE minimization is implemented by message passing (green shaded area) within the
generative model (blue shaded area) based on likelihood (A), transition probability (B), prior belief (D) and presynaptic
outcomes (o) matrices. The firing probability X encodes the update of the prior beliefs about the presynaptic hidden states
(D). Every neuron in the network can be presynaptic for other neurons at a subsequent time step (Oi

k (t + 1)). (C) The image
shows the probability of firing for every neuron in the network (y-axis) at each time step (x-axis). Each row represents the time
course of activity of a specific neuron. Separation between neuronal layers is indicated by white horizontal lines. Network activity
is elicited by the stimulation of PN (Conditioned Stimulus, black arrows) as explained in section 2. (D) The plot shows the
average FE time course for each class of neurons. The black line shows the mean FE obtained by averaging the contribution of all
neurons at a given time in the network.

3.1. Single inferential neurons in a cerebellar
circuit
Single synthetic neurons—actively influencing the
signals presented at their input—were assembled to
mimic a simplified version of the cerebellar cortex
(figure 1(A)). The neurons were connected through
either excitatory or inhibitory synapses that were ini-
tialized with the same weights (except for the sign).
The neurons adjusted their activity and their con-
nection strength following the minimization of VFE
(for convenience, this was measured as a change
in negative free energy). The inferred firing prob-
ability (X, see section 2), which can be viewed
as the ‘expectation’ of a neuron about the hidden
state generating its presynaptic inputs (figure 1(B)),
was monitored for each neuron in the network

(figure 1(C)). The system was initialized with ran-
dom states (D in figure 1(B); see section 2) and left
free to adjust its activity for 250 time-steps. The cir-
cuit was activated with trains of pulses delivered to
mossy fibers (MFs). This caused a synchronization
in the probability of firing in granule cells (GrCs),
thereby modifying Purkinje cell (PC) and deep cere-
bellar nuclei (DCN) activities downstream. Interest-
ingly, in a few cycles of burst stimulation, feedforward
and feedback inhibitory loops passing through Golgi
cells (GoCs) evinced an inhomogeneous activity in
GrCs. The GrCs, followed by the DCN cells, initiated
and sustained the FE increase (figure 1(D)).

By monitoring the dynamical evolution of syn-
aptic efficacies, we observed that the emergence of
a patterned network discharge was paralleled by a
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widespread increase in synaptic efficacy (i.e. preci-
sion) at the MFs-GrCs connections (see section 2
and figure S1), coherently with findings on long-term
plasticity observed both in vitro and in vivo [37].
In other words, basic functional properties of the
granular layer network emerged simply from a local
optimization of synaptic weights as a consequence of
VFE minimization.

3.2. Delayed eyeblink conditioning
We then extended the cerebellar network by including
the ‘extracerebellar pathways’ (figure 1(A); shaded
neurons and connections) passing through the
inferior olivary neurons (IOs) in order to invest-
igate the dEBCC, a typical paradigm of associat-
ive learning. In this form of associative learning, a
neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS) overlaps
and co-terminates with an eyeblink-eliciting stim-
ulus (unconditioned stimulus, US), resulting—over
time—in the emergence of an eyeblink conditioned
response to the CS alone. The connectivity pattern
was therefore extended to include IO inputs from TN
and a layer of RNs, which was used to monitor net-
work activity. In order to properly simulate the CS
and the US protocols, two distinct pathways activat-
ing RNs were created (figure 1(A)). On the one hand,
the CS pathway, which includes the PN, activating
via MFs both GrCs and GoCs, with the PN also excit-
ing DCN neurons through MF collaterals. On the
other hand, the US pathway, which includes TN and
activates RN both via a direct connection and via the
IO-PC-DCN pathway.

Both the US and CS pathways eventually activate
PCs, which exert their inhibition on DCN neurons.
The excitatory subpopulation of DCN activates RNs
as well as the inhibitory neurons of DCN, which in
turn inhibit IO. The activity of these cells was mon-
itored and compared in different conditions. As for
the cerebellar network (cf figure 1), synaptic preci-
sions of all connections were automatically adjusted
on the sole basis of FE minimization.

In order to simulate dEBCC, the CS stimulation
protocol evoked firing activity in MFs, whereas RNs
were left mostly silent (figure 2(A)). Conversely, the
US stimulation protocol evoked an intense firing in
RNs (figures 2(B) and (D)). The CS andUSwere suit-
ably timed in order to generate the overlapping and
co-terminations typical of dEBCC (15 time-steps of
US overlapped with the ending part of the 60 time-
steps of CS; see section 2). In figure 1(C), trains of
stimuli induced a strong increase of synchronized fir-
ing probability in the layers closest to the stimulation
sites (i.e. in GoCs and GrCs). Here, the probability of
firing was reduced after the first layers (figures 2(A)
and (B)) both with the CS and US. The CS and
US responses were markedly different, reflecting cir-
cuit connectivity. At visual inspection, the combined
application of CS and US (USCS) increased and anti-
cipated RNs responses (figure 2(D)). Notably, FE

started to increase after the 4th burst of stimuli dur-
ing CS and USCS, whereas it remained almost con-
stant during US (figure 2(E)). To test the hypothesis
that any departure from the proposed biomimetic
structure should result in suboptimal behavior, we
explored different network configurations (see sup-
plementary material, SI3–SI8). We found that the
joint or collective free energy—our measure of the
network performance—wasmainly dependent on the
chosen connectivity pattern and, to a lesser extent, on
the number of neurons in the network (figure 2(F)).
In brief, as predicted, any departure from the biomi-
metic cerebellar architecture degraded network per-
formance; suggesting that our approximation to the
cerebellar connectivity was itself a free energyminim-
izing structure. In other words, the kind of connectiv-
ity structure that would have emerged had used the
joint free energy as the basis of Bayesian model selec-
tion (i.e. structure learning).

Following common dEBCC protocols, we ana-
lyzed and measured the response activity of the
RNs. The firing probability was converted into action
potentials via a thresholding procedure and the num-
ber of spikes collectively generated by RNs neur-
ons was counted in the three conditions and com-
pared (see section 2). During the US, the number
of RNs spikes was roughly constant throughout the
stimulation protocol (green line in figures 3(D)–(F)),
whereas during the CS (blue line), RNs neurons
were mostly silent. Only a small increase in the
RNs activity could be observed in the last two CS
stimulation bursts, likely reflecting changes in the
MFs-GrCs synaptic efficacy following the repeated
stimulation (figures 3(A) and (C)). During the com-
bined USCS protocol, the collective number of spikes
markedly increased starting from the fifth stimulus
burst (figure 3(F)). The cumulative spikes count gen-
erated in the last five bursts was in fact larger than in
the first five bursts (figure 3(D), +53%). Moreover,
when spike countwas performed only considering the
first half of the CS stimulation window, an even larger
increase during the USCS protocol was observed dur-
ing the last five bursts compared to the first five bursts
(figure 3(E); +255%). The increase and anticipa-
tion of responses during USCS confirmed the emer-
gence of a form of associative learning. This effect
is consistent with experimental findings in in vivo,
which report an anticipation of eyelid closure and
of spikes generation in DCN and pre-motor neur-
ons [20]. Finally, it should be noted that the network
became silent after the end of the dEBCC protocol.
Then a further presentation of CS, US, and USCS
quickly re-established associative learning, suggest-
ing the presence of consolidationmechanisms (figure
SI-2). Different from other dEBCC simulations, like
those using spiking [25] or biologically realistic neur-
ons, we have adapted the classical protocol to a net-
work where learning rules were not embedded into
synaptic sites. Although the dEBCC task is the same,
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Figure 2. Associative learning through FE minimization in dEBCC. (A)–(C) Firing probability of the network obtained as in
figure 1(C) in response to the CS (A), US (B) and USCS (C) protocols. (D) Readout neurons firing probability in response to the
CS, US and USCS (C). (E) The plot shows the time course of the FE during the different protocols (US—green; CS—blue;
USCS—yellow). (F) The plot shows changes in the mean FE taken in separate time-windows (shaded areas in panel (E)) during
the USCS protocol with different network configurations: ne3/co1 (minimal network), nedef/co1 (standard network with
minimal connections), ne5/codef (homogeneous and standard connected network), nedef/codef (standard network, same as in
(A)–(C)), nedefx2/codef (double-sized network) (see section 2 and supplementary materials for details). The changes in the 1st
window (black) and 2nd window are calculated with respect to baseline and highlight the importance of the network architecture
for efficient applications of the FEP.
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Figure 3. Evolution of spike count and synaptic precision in dEBCC. (A)–(C) The histograms represent the number of spikes
generated by the three RNs (red bars) in response to CS (A), US (B) and USCS (C) (see section 2). Blue (CS) and green (US) lines
represent the respective stimulation windows. Insets show the last three stimuli. (D)–(F) The plots show the time course of the
total count of RNs spikes within the whole CS stimulation window (60 time-steps, (D)), as well as in its first (E) and second half
(F), for the ten repetitions of CS (blue line), US (green line), and USCS (yellow line).

our modelled system is unique in terms of (a) the
number of repetitions [27–29, 36], (b) the complex-
ity of the neuronal network, (c) the absence of explicit
learning rules.

The emergence of associative learning—
through long-term plasticity in conventional neural
networks—typically takes tens of cycles of stimu-
lus presentation. In our case, the system starts to
evince stable learning after only five repetitions. In
short, a network of inferring neurons, that minimize
a single (VFE) cost function, exhibit the functional
properties and synaptic plasticity consistent with
known experimental data, in the absence of bespoke
learning rules.

The most credited hypothesis—regarding the
mechanisms that underwrite delayed eyeblink
conditioning—is long-term synaptic plasticity in the
cerebellar cortical circuit. In particular, experimental
data have shown that long-term depression (LTD) at
the GrCs-PCs synapses and the concomitant long-
term potentiation (LTP) at MF-DCN synapses are
required for learning in dEBCC [20, 21] (a more
complex scenario includes other forms of plasticity).
To establish a parallel mechanism in our simulations,
we monitored the evolution of synaptic precision,
which is equivalent to synaptic efficacy.

At all circuit synapses, precision was updated
according to FE minimization (section 2) but
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Figure 4. Synaptic efficacy changes following FE minimization. ((A), Left) Time course of the synaptic precision in two different
GrC-PC synapses during CS (blue lines), US (green lines) and USCS (yellow lines). Note that changes dissociate in the last stimuli
between CS and USCS. Right. Time course of synaptic precision at the IO-PC connection (same PC shown at the left). ((B), Left)
Time course of synaptic precision of a GrC-PC synapse showing an increase in the CS also evident during USCS. Right. Time
course of the synaptic precision between IOs contacting the PC shown to the left. ((C), Left) Time course of the synaptic precision
at a MF-DCNexc synapse during CS (blue line), US (green line), and USCS (yellow line). Right Time course of the synaptic
precision at a MF-DCNinh synapse (same MF) during CS (blue line), US (green line), and USCS (yellow line).

only some synapses changed their precision or
efficacy significantly. All GrC-PC connections
increased precision during CS, whereas 15% of

GrC-PC synapses decreased precision during USCS
(figure 4(A)). This result closely matches experi-
mental observations of LTD at the parallel fibers to
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Figure 5. In hardware inferential network emulating dEBCC. (A) Electronic circuit with interconnected microcontrollers acting
as a network of digital inferring neurons organized as in figure 1(A). (B) Each microcontroller runs the generative model and
variational Bayes inference as in figure 1(B). (C)–(E) Time courses of the total number of spikes generated by the RNs for the CS
(C), US (D), and USCS (E), as in the insets of figures 3(A)–(C). (F)–(H) Time courses of the total number of RNs spikes counted
in the whole period (F), first half (G), or second half (H) of the CS stimulation window for the three conditions (CS blue line, US
green line, USCS yellow line) as in figure 3.

PCs synapses, driven by the ‘teaching signal’ con-
veyed by IOs activity (figures 4(A) and (B)). Addi-
tionally, during USCS, precision increased at MF-
DCN synapses (more markedly at MF-DCNexc than
MF-DCNinhib) (figure 4(C)). This analysis suggests
that the selective expression of synaptic plasticity—
at certain synapses in the network—is required for
the dEBCC to emerge (see [26, 34]). We explored
different network configurations (see supplement-
ary material, SI-3, SI-4, SI-5, SI-6, SI-7 and SI-8) to
assess the robustness of these dEBCC results. Associ-
ative learning was impaired when connections were
either homogeneously or randomly distributed across
the network (rather than being organized hierarch-
ically as in biology), suggesting that learning is not
a general property exhibited by any set of intercon-
nected neurons but rather that it depends sensitively
on network architecture (see supplementary materi-
als). Notably, the selective deletion of either synaptic
connections or groups of neurons reduced associat-
ive learning task and changed the time course of free
energy minimization (see figures SI-7 and SI-8).

3.3. Active inference in digital electronic neurons
The approach described here lends itself to an
efficient and expressive electronics in-hardware
implementation. To showcase the advantages for
an in-hardware implementation of the proposed
paradigm—in which associative memory emerges
spontaneously from network connectivity through
active inference—we assembled a network of digital
electronic neurons, with the same connectivity mod-
elled in silico above (section 2 and supplemental
information figures SI-9 and SI-10). The circuit

architecture is reported in figure 5(A). Notably, all
digital neurons have the same structure, with the
only difference between neuron classes (i.e. PCs,
GrCs, GoC) being the number of input lines and the
corresponding number and class of synapses (excitat-
ory and inhibitory). All digital neurons were imple-
mented by means of identical low-power ARM pro-
cessors (section 2), each one encoding the generative
model and the variational Bayes inference engine that
underwrites iterative VFE minimization, as repor-
ted in figure 5(B). The same stimulation protocols
used for software simulation (i.e. CS, US, and com-
bined USCS) were also supplied to the hardware net-
work, by stimulating the input terminals of the digital
neurons representing the PN and the TN (depend-
ing on the specific protocol) using voltage pulses
that reproduced the spikes employed in the in silico
simulations (see section 2).

As for the case of in silico simulations, each
neuron was initialized with random activity and
network activity was monitored by recording fir-
ing in the three RN digital neurons, using the
same thresholding procedure adopted in silico (see
section 2). Consistent with the results of software
simulations, the number of spikes observed during
the US protocol was almost constant in the stimula-
tion period, whereas almost no response was detec-
ted at RNs neurons during the CS protocol. As
expected, during the combined USCS protocol, the
collective number of spikes produced by the RNs
significantly increased from the fifth presentation
of stimulus train onward (+75%; figure 5(F)). The
hardware implementation also showed an increase
and anticipation of responses during the combined
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USCS (figures 5(F)–(H)), confirming that the elec-
tronic network was able to perform associative learn-
ing. Interestingly, the in-hardware implementation
with digital neurons showed superior performance
(full unsupervised training in about 15 s by dissipat-
ing just 0.5 W) and re-programmability, when com-
pared to other existing solutions (see section 2).

4. Discussion

We have shown that a network of inferring neurons,
connected within a brain-inspired architecture, can
implement functional properties observed in nature
through the localminimization of a general cost func-
tion. The FEPwas applied to a cerebellar-like network
subject to a classic associative learning paradigm,
the dEBCC, which is perhaps the most investigated
example of a predictive learning process. In this pro-
tocol, the statistical dependency of a conditioned
stimulus, upon an unconditioned stimulus, is learnt
by the neuronal microcircuit, setting the basis for
correct anticipatory responses. The cerebellum is at
the core of predictive systems in mammals and oper-
ates by comparing predicted states (e.g. the expec-
ted sensory consequences of a motor action) with
actual states (e.g. the actual sensory feedback), learn-
ing from errors and updating its internal representa-
tions (through long-term synaptic plasticity) in order
to generate predictions that minimize future errors.
In nature, cerebellar learning involves several diverse
forms of plasticity at multiple synaptic sites. The
fact that, in our simulations, plasticity was expressed
selectively to enable associative learning, supports the
tenet that specific biochemical and cellular mechan-
isms at circuit synapses have evolved in order to min-
imize systemic free energy. Characteristic patterns
emerged for synaptic weights, in particular those at
the parallel fibers—PCs whose prominent role in
dEBCC is supported by several experimental find-
ings [45], and those at MFs—granule cell synapses,
which varied from contact to contact, generating the
rich set of transmission dynamics (figure S1) anticip-
ated by a recent study [46]. The wiring architecture
also proved crucial, as the predictive capabilities of
the circuit changed with the neuronal population size
and was lost by perturbing circuit hierarchy and con-
nectivity (figures S3–S6). Thus, the specific architec-
ture of the cerebellar network, which was early recog-
nized to play a key role in the Motor Learning Theory
[47], also appears to comply with the FEP, in the sense
of model or structure learning [48–50].

The present approach lends itself well to gener-
alization. When modelling a specific situation, first
a plausible hierarchical neural network architecture
for the given task can be selected, and then vari-
ous alternatives are tried and compared using the
(joint or collective) free energy as a performancemet-
ric. Furthermore, this procedure could be automat-
ized so that it effectively performs structure learning

based on free-energy minimization [48–50]. In this
(Bayesian model selection) scheme, the best architec-
ture for the chosen task is automatically identified by
the joint requirement of maximizing accuracy, while
minimizing model complexity. This follows because
model evidence or marginal likelihood can always be
expressed as accuracy minus complexity [51]. The
generality of such framework makes networks of
inferring neurons promising candidates for building
general-purpose devices. This scenario is supported
by the results obtained following the selective disrup-
tion of specific groups of neurons and synapses that
impaired associative learning (see figure 1). It would
be interesting to also apply this approach to other
brain circuits, for example the isocortex or the hip-
pocampal formation.

The inference network introduced here shows
properties that may have implications for computa-
tional technologies. First, it was more than an order
ofmagnitude faster than classical artificial neural net-
works, which require hundreds of cycles for learn-
ing to occur [52, 53]. Secondly, learning was from
one [54] to four orders [36] of magnitude smal-
ler than other biologically inspired networks (e.g.
[22–24, 34]), which typically involve thousands of
units implementing specific learning rules at each
synaptic stage. Thirdly, learning was implemented
using conventional off-the-shelf hardware compon-
ents, demonstrating low power consumption and
high capability of dynamic reconfiguration. These
unique features could result in unparalleled advant-
ages for electronic implementation and artificial
intelligence applications. For example, since the infer-
ence network capabilities emerge entirely from its
connectivity and from the Bayesian engine in neur-
ons (rather than from hardwired learning rules),
the connections between neurons could simply be
changed through programmable switchmatrices, like
those adopted in FPGA devices. Moreover, inference
networks use the same Bayes inference engine and
identical hardware for different classes of neuron.
Thus, the ease of implementation and reprogram-
ming would make the inferential networks quite
attractive in terms ofmaintenance costs and smart re-
use of resources.

A notable feature of this approach is that since
every element in the network is trying to minimize
its free energy, the joint free energy, namely the free
energy of the ensemble, is minimized. The joint free
energy is minimized because it is an expression of
the mutual predictability of the system, and we also
expect that a system in which everything is mutually
predictable would also manifest a quantifiable ther-
modynamic efficiency. In this setting, it would be
interesting to investigate how the free energy minim-
ization time-course correlates with declining power
consumption.

In summary, the inferential network approach
presented here has implications extending beyond
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the specificity of the dEBCC. The remarkable sim-
ilarity between our biomimetic simulations and the
kind of sentient behavior seen in real animals speaks
to the importance of network structure: our results
show that the emergent behavior of an ensemble of
free energy minimizing elements depend sensitively
on their composition and connectivity. This struc-
ture determines the ability of each element to pre-
dict the ensemble of which it is a constituent—and
exogenous inputs (e.g. the US and CS). A key con-
tribution of this work (i.e. proof of principle) is that
a structured composition of isomorphic computing
elements can form the basis of biomimetic compu-
tation. What is remarkable here is the simplicity of
the generative model entailed by each element of the
ensemble. Effectively, this generative model assumes
one hidden state that can be in one of two levels.
This is reminiscent of spin-glass models in physics
[55] in which the states can be ‘up’ or ‘down’. In
effect, each element is trying to inferwhether its world
is in an ‘up’ or ‘down’ state by assimilating sensory
(presynaptic) inputs and acting upon its world by
emitting action potentials; i.e. pinging other mem-
bers of the ensemble. We refer to spin-glass models—
and the binary nature of inference—to draw a con-
nection with quantum mechanical formulations of
the FEP [56]. In this setting, one could regard our
simulations of learning as aligning quantum refer-
ence frames, so that the belief state of each atomic
agent comes to ‘sense’ or ‘measure’ the states of oth-
ers. On a quantummechanical reading, the emergent
synchronization—that underwrites theminimization
of joint VFE—might be understood as entangle-
ment under the Principle of Unitarity. Please see [56]
for further discussion along these lines. This per-
spective on our experiments may be usefully revis-
ited in the context of quantum computation and
could be adopted to implement brain-like predict-
ive capabilities into neuromorphic computers and
robotic controllers through convenient software and
hardware implementations. Active inference devices
may turn out to represent a competitive alternat-
ive for several computational applications supporting
energy-efficient [57] autonomous functions in arti-
ficial intelligence and robotics. Indeed, the import-
ance of reward-free, self-organization—to maximize
mutual predictability and generalized synchrony—
is emerging in many fields; ranging from theoretical
neuroscience [58] through to in vitro cell cultures
[59]. The work reported here, shows that this funda-
mental kind of behavior can be instantiated both in
silico—and in-hardware.

5. Conclusion

We have presented an innovative approach for mod-
elling artificial neural networks, where each neuron
behaves as if it is inferring (predicting) the causes
of its own inputs, according to the principle of

free energy minimization. We have applied this
approach to a biologically realistic cerebellar circuit
in a classical conditioning paradigm and have shown
that the network adjusts its activity and synaptic
weights in agreement with known neurophysiology.
Because of its peculiar features—very simple, general-
purpose neuronal units, rapidity of learning, ener-
getic efficiency—this approach could pave the way
to the development of a new generation of biomi-
metic artificial intelligence systems. The selection of
specific network architectures for given tasks could
be performed through structure learning, based on
the minimization of joint free energy of the net-
work or ensemble. Furthermore, we believe that the
implementation of such active inference units into
tailored neuromorphic chips, may have the potential
to revolutionize information technology, because of
its remarkable combination of performance and ener-
getic efficiency.
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